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CHAPTER 6

From Calculus to Analysis

The understanding must not therefore be supplied with wings, but rather hung with
weights, to keep it from leaping and flying. Now this has never yet been done; when
it is done, we may entertain better hopes of science.

Sir Francis Bacon Novum Organum, 1620

Summary

Early in the nineteenth century attention turned decisively to the urgent
need to underpin the highly successful techniques of the Calculus with a
logically consistent conceptual framework. Most historians agree that the
prolific French mathematician Augustin-Louis Cauchy (1789-1857) was a key
figure in this development. Cauchy used the limiting value of a variable
quantity as the cornerstone of his theory. This led him to a more rigorous
analysis of the operations of the Calculus, even though his celebrated text
Cours d’Analyse continued to employ infinitesimals as ‘indispensible’ tools.

Cauchy’s definitions set the scene for putting the theorems of Calculus
on a sounder footing. His formulations were eventually superseded: much
of what we now call real analysis stems from the pioneering work of the in-
fluential Karl Weierstrass (1815-1897), further elaborated by his pupils and
contemporaries in Prussia. This work was only completed definitively be-
tween 1850 and 1870.

In this chapter our focus is on the ideas introduced by Cauchy that, to-
gether with the work of his successors, would highlight the need for a new
definition of the underlying number system.

1. D’Alembert and Lagrange

Bishop Berkeley’s critique of the Calculus, while influential in drawing
responses from Newton’s followers, seems to have had less traction with
Continental mathematicians such as Euler and the Bernoullis, whose con-
ceptions and use of infinitesimals also attracted critical comment, notably
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132 6. FROM CALCULUS TO ANALYSIS

from the Dutch philosopher Bernard Nieuwentijt (1654-1718). As the eigh-
teenth century drew to a close, however, the task of reconciling the un-
doubted success of infinitesimal techniques in the Calculus with their log-
ical ambiguity and lack of clear definition was increasingly recognised, al-
though a convincing resolution of the issues involved would take consider-
able time.

In contrast to Euler’s confident use of the infinitely small (and large),
his near contemporary Jean le Rond d’Alembert (1717-1783) argued, implicitly
following Newton, that defining the derivative dy

dx as the limit of the ratios
of two quantities was the ‘neatest and most precise’ definition of this concept.
D’Alembert’s definition appeared in the influential Encyclopédie ou Diction-
naire Raisonneé des Sciences, des Artes et des Métiers (9th edition, 1765) which
he co-edited with Diderot.

His definition of the concept of limit was close to Newton’s:
One magnitude is said to be the limit of another magnitude when the second

may approach the first within any given magnitude, however small, though the sec-
ond magnitude may never exceed the magnitude it approaches.1

Since he insisted on the limit being approached from below, this formu-
lation was less complete than the definition of limits used today. Although
D’Alembert does not make it clear, the implication is that the secondmagni-
tude is variable, taking on values thatwill eventually become arbitrarily close
to the fixed value of the first magnitude. There is then no need to insist, as
he does, that none of these values are larger than the limit.

He continued:
Strictly speaking, the limit never coincides [with], or never becomes equal to,

the quantity of which it is the limit; but the latter approaches it more and more and
can differ from it as little as one wishes.

Even though his formulation does not quantify clearly what ‘can differ
from it as little as one wishes’ means, his statement may be an attempt to
defuse criticisms such as Berkeley’s ‘ghosts’ comment, by arguing that no
division by zero actually takes place in the Calculus. In an article on the
differential he was even stronger in his rejection of infinitesimals:

the differential calculus does not necessarily assume the existence of these quan-
tities...We shall say that there are no infinitely small quantities in the differential
calculus.

D’Alembert’s comments were premature in one important respect: the
details of operating consistently with limits had yet to be worked out. This

1Note the use of magnitude throughout this comment, which suggests that d’Alembert
considers the quantities as varying continuously, in line with Aristotle’s distinction between
continuous (geometrical) ‘magnitudes’ (as used in Greek ‘method of exhaustion’ proofs) and
discrete (arithmetical) ‘multitudes’.
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meant that he did not provide a workable definition of limit on which to
build the edifice of the Calculus. It is in this sense that his comments may
be regarded as articulating a future research programme rather than a fully
worked out method of justifying the operations of the Calculus.

From 1787 until his death, Joseph-Louis Lagrange (1736-1813) was one of
themajor figures in the vibrantmathematical scene that had developed, cen-
tered on the Academie Francaise, in Paris during the eighteenth century. La-
grangewas born in Turin, but changed his Italian name (Giuseppe Lodovico
Lagrangia) after an early career in Turin, followed by 20 years in Berlin. He
became a member of the Academie, where his influential Mecanique Analy-
tique (written while in Berlin) was published the following year. Notable for
its treatment of differential equations, this summarised all the work done
on mechanics since Newton, transforming it into a treatise on mathematical
analysis, with the emphatic statement:

‘One will not find figures in this work. The methods that I expound require
neither constructions, nor geometrical or mechanical arguments, but only algebraic
operations, subject to a regular and uniform course’.

Appointed as the first professor in analysis at the new École Polytech-
nique in 1794, he published Theorie des fonctions analytiques in 1797, making
his objective an exposition of

‘... the principles of the differential calculus, freed from all consideration of the
infinitely small or vanishing quantities, of limits or fluxions, and reduced to the
algebraic analysis of finite quantities’,

since, in his view,
‘...the ordinary operations of algebra suffice to resolve problems in the theory of

curves’.
In contrast to d’Alembert’s comments, Lagrange’s formulations did not

include any concept of limit. Moreover, he was critical of earlier attempts
using infinitesimals and geometric intuition as the basis of the theory. He
sought, instead, to base the Calculus on purely algebraic concepts. In a pa-
per in 1772 he had attempted to define the derivative (Newton’s fluxion) in
terms of (infinite) Taylor series,whose first k+1 terms constitute the kth Tay-
lor polynomial.

This polynomial, named for Brook Taylor (1685-1741), a contemporary
of Newton, is expressed in powers of (x − a) and serves to approximate a
given function f at points x near a fixed point a. (Recall that in Taylor’s time
the function f was regarded as describing a curve y = f(x) in the Cartesian
plane.) For each k ≥ 0, the coefficient of (x− a)k is given as the value of the
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kth derivative (or derived function) f (k)at a, divided by k! = 1×2×3× ...×k:2

T fk (x) = f(a) +
1

1!
f ′(a)(x− a) +

1

2!
f ′′(a)(x− a)2 + ...+

1

k!
f (k)(a)(x− a)k.

Lagrange recognised that if, for all x in an interval around a, the remainder
term Rk+1(x) = f(x) − T fk (x) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing k
large enough, the resulting infinite series would represent the function f on
that interval.3

On the assumption that every function f to be considered in mathemat-
ical analysis has a power series representation of the form

f(x) = a0 + a1(x− a) + a2(x− a)2 + ...+ ak(x− a)k + ...

for some sequence of coefficients (ak)k≥0, Lagrange now argued that he
could define the kth derivative of f at a simply as the product k!ak, where
ak is given in the power series expansion. Hence derivatives would be de-
fined purely algebraically, and thus be redeemed from ‘all consideration of the
infinitely small, or vanishing quantities, of limits and from fluxions...’ .

Lagrange’s terminology and his emphasis (following Newton) on the
utility of power series representations were widely accepted. However, his
optimistic claim that the derivative could be defined purely algebraically did
not find quite the same resonance with other major figures at the time. Even
if his assumption had proved correct, the question would remain how the
coefficients of the power series were to be found—if not by means of Tay-
lor series, which would, in turn, have to be computed by first calculating
the derivative of each power of x. In any event, Cauchy was to show that
Lagrange’s assumption was unjustified. The essential problem is that even
relatively ‘well-behaved’ functions, with derivatives of all orders through-
out an interval, need not necessarily be represented there by their Taylor
series.

Despite his protestations, Lagrange himself may have been less than
wholly convinced that he had banished infinitesimals from the Calculus.
While he was still director of the mathematical section at the Berlin Acad-
emy, a prize problem was issued in 1784 for ‘a clear and precise theory of what
is called the infinite in mathematics’. In 1786 the prize was awarded to Si-
mon Lhuilier (1750-1840) for a rather turgid study of limits in the style of
d’Alembert, which did not really settle the issues it addressed and was be-
devilled by confusing terminology. Nonetheless, in a 1795 revision of his es-
say, Lhuilier made the important—if belated—observation that a limit may

2This terminology and notation for the kth derivative, widely used today, was introduced
by Lagrange.

3Here, and below, for any two real numbers c < d an interval with these two endpoints
contains all real numbers lying between c and d. The open interval (c, d) consists of the numbers
x satisfying c < x < d, while the closed interval also includes the endpoints. (For the present,
we still interpret ’real numbers’ as points on the ‘geometric number line’.)
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be approached by an oscillating sequence of values, not merely from above
or below, thus widening d’Alembert’s definition.

Concern about the confused state of ‘analysis’, as the elaboration and
application of the Calculus had become known, led to various Academies
offering prizes for work to clarify these matters. The ‘research programme’
implicit in d’Alembert’s Encyclopédie entry clearly still had some way to go.
An influential, but by nomeans conclusive, contributionwasmade by Lazare
Carnot (1753-1823), a mathematician and military engineer who was also
prominent as a politician in the French Revolution and under Napoleon. In
two editions of his widely read Reflections (1797, 1813), the latter of which
proved especially popular, he surveyed several different attempts to resolve
the conceptual questions that had been raised, althoughLagrange’s approach
did not feature in thiswork. Carnot favoured the use of infinitesimals, whose
definition he sought to clarify by means of limits. Yet, unlike Cauchy, less
than a decade later, he appeared unable to provide a workable definition of
the elusive concept of limit.

A refutation of Lagrange’s over-optimistic claim that, instead of using
infinitesimals, one can always define the derivative algebraically by means
of Taylor series, appeared nearly a decade after his death. In an 1822 paper,
Cauchy proved that the function f given by f(x) = e−

1
x2 when x 6= 0, and

f(0) = 0, has derivatives of all orders throughout (even at 0), yet cannot be
represented by its Taylor series (expanded at a = 0) at any point other than
at 0 itself!

In fact, Lagrange had earlier reconciled himself to infinitesimals, at least
after a fashion. Near the end of his life the second edition of hismasterpiece,
Mecanique analytique, published in 1811, contained the (perhaps rueful) re-
mark:

When we have grasped the spirit of the infinitesimal method, and have verified
the exactness of its results either by the geometrical method of prime and ultimate
ratios, or by the analytical method of derived functions, we may employ infinitely
small quantities as a sure and valuable means of shortening and simplifying our
proofs.

However, the spirit of the age was that such matters needed to be ad-
dressed afresh. The philosophers of the Enlightenment placed emphasis on
reason and the individual, rather than on tradition. Together with the im-
pact of the American and French Revolutions this galvanised intellectuals
all over Europe to question established authority and to examine the foun-
dations of knowledge anew. Meanwhile, the rapidly developing Industrial
Revolution provided scientists with new problems for solution, often lead-
ing mathematicians to extend and refine the tools of the Calculus. It was
increasingly clear that lack of precision in the foundations of the Calculus
could inhibit further progress.
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During this period the academies that had flourished at various aristo-
cratic courts were gradually being supplanted by universities as the prin-
cipal centres of learning. This change had been accelerated by the estab-
lishment of the advanced Écoles (Normale and Polytechnique) in Paris soon
after the French Revolution. This had further cemented the dominance of
Paris as the acknowledged international centre of excellence in mathemati-
cal research, while the increasing emphasis on the formal instruction of stu-
dents led to more systematic attempts finally to provide the Calculus with
the sound foundations that earlier critics had called for in vain.4

2. Cauchy’s ‘Cours d’Analyse’

Today, mathematicians accept the Calculus as grounded solidly and ap-
propriately in the real number system.5 This defines the continuum onwhich
functions studied in basic Calculus are defined, and provides the spring-
board for the complex numbers and generalisations to spaces of many (even
infinitelymany) dimensions. Popular science texts, while often applying the
methods of ‘school calculus’, seldom address the underlying concepts, pre-
ferring (as we have done so far) to rely on geometric intutition, representing
real numbers by ‘points’ on a ‘number line’.

Not surprisingly, mathematics undergraduates are initially taken aback
when meeting the definitions and proofs required to justify the basic oper-
ational techniques of Calculus in more detail—especially the need for a rig-
orous definition of the underlying number system—and frequently profess
themselves bewildered by the apparently needless complexity of the sub-
ject. This becomes less surprising if we reflect that it took the mathematical
world fully two centuries to arrive at a (more or less) universal consensus
on these matters.

Augustin-Louis Cauchy entered the École as a student aged 16, in 1805.
He studied analysis under Sylvestre Francois Lacroix (1765-1843), who em-
ployed a geometrically based limit concept in the style of d’Alembert’s pro-
gramme. After the fall ofNapoleon Bonaparte, and amidpolitical upheavals
during the restoration of the Bourbon monarchy in 1814, the eminent scien-
tist Pierre Simon Laplace (1749-1827) was put in charge of the reorganisation
and re-opening of the École in 1816. Cauchy, then aged 27, replaced Louis
Poinsot (1777-1859) as professor of analysis.

Cauchy’s immediate predecessors had seen little point in addressing
questions of logical rigour when teaching mathematics to engineers, which

4The dominance of Paris was a significant factor spurring the development of a rigorous
approach to university tuition in Prussia, spearheaded by Wilhelm and Alexander von Hum-
boldt; so that by 1830, Berlin and Göttingen (where Gauss spent the bulk of his career) were to
rival the reputation of Paris.

5Arithmetical representations of this number system, dating from1872, will be considered
in Chapter 7.
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they regarded as the École’s principal objective. In 1810 the analysis course,
until then based on limit concepts developed by Lacroix, was replaced by
one closer to the style of Lagrange and Euler, where algebraic formulaewere
applied to infinitesimal and infinite quantities in exactly the same way as to
finite quantities.

In his highly influential 1821 treatise Cours d’Analyse, based on his lec-
tures at the École Polytechnique from 1816, Cauchy makes clear that he had
decided to employ a very different approach. Today, many historians re-
gard this text as the origin ofmathematical analysis—bywhich they mean the
study of (real and complex) variables and functions, especially as used in
the Calculus.

Cauchy’s opponents at the École were fiercely critical of the youthful
professor’s emphasis on rigour in his teaching and of what they regarded
as his resulting neglect of the applications of the Calculus. It has been sug-
gested that Cauchymay at one point have been compelled by the authorities
to revert to ‘more traditional’ methods in his teaching.

In his writings, however, Cauchy is adamant. The introduction to the
Cours makes plain his objectives:

Regarding methods, I have sought to give them all the rigour one requires in
geometry, in such a way as never to resort to reasons drawn from the generality of
algebra.

This reference to ‘the generality of algebra’ is to the algebraic formalism
which, in the hands of Lagrange and his predecessors, seemed to Cauchy
to have become detached from its roots in Descartes’ geometry and had ac-
quired a life of its own, without clearly defining all the objects it described.
Cauchy’s ambitious aim was to make sense of the new tools that had been
invented for the Calculus, employing a degree of rigour similar to that of
Euclid’s Elements. The fact that one could write down an algebraic formula
and manipulate it would not suffice to give it meaning, he argued.

In modelling his approach on Euclid, Cauchy was advocating a radical
shift in perception that we will examine more closely in the next two chap-
ters. Rather than regarding the objects of mathematical research simply as
‘given’ – as, for example, in Plato’s World of Ideas – and to be manipulated
according to various inituitively obvious ‘rules’, he sought, instead, to pro-
vide clearly articulated principles that underlie these rules, as Euclid had
done in stating his five postulates.

In practice, Cauchy’s analysis did not really meet the standards of clar-
ity set by Euclid’s Elements, nor did he succeed fully in defining a logically
sound basis for the operations of the Calculus. The principal problem was
that he continued to rely on the geometric description of the ‘number line’,
on which he based his key concept of variable quantity. Thus, for example,
the distance between two values that the variable quantity might take was
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Figure 33. Augustin Cauchy by Gregoire et Deneux, 1840.6

defined by reference to geometry, rather than given an independent defi-
nition. In addition, as we shall see, he continued to rely on the notion of
‘infinitesimal’ quantities to describe his definitions.

Nonetheless, his Cours provides glimpses of a profound philosophical
shift that would dominate mathematical research in the nineteenth century
and continues today. We should therefore consider his conceptions more
closely and trace his influence on later developments.

While Cauchy did not provide an unambiguous definition of the under-
lying number system in his Cours, he clarified the key concepts of his anal-
ysis, such as ‘continuity’ and ‘limit’ of a function, more precisely than his
predecessors had done, and used them to underpin the twin operations of
the Calculus, ‘derivative’ and ‘integral’. Yet, despite d’Alembert’s optimistic
comments half a century earlier, Cauchy (perhaps echoing Lagrange’s chas-
tened comment) maintained in the Introduction to his Cours that he, too,
was ‘unable to dispense with’ the use of ‘infinitesimal quantities’ in the opera-
tional techniques he presented. On the face of it, Cauchy’s concept of the
continuum therefore appears to include infinitesimals and remains some-
what obscure.

He recognised that, if they were to be useful, infinitesimals had to be
defined more precisely. His solution was to subjugate their definition to

6https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cauchy_Augustin_Louis_dibner_coll_SIL14-C2-
03a.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cauchy_Augustin_Louis_dibner_coll_SIL14-C2-03a.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cauchy_Augustin_Louis_dibner_coll_SIL14-C2-03a.jpg
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that of his concept of variable quantity –which he defined as a quantitywhich
is assumed to ‘take on successively several different values, one after the other’ –
and thereby to define infinitesimals as variable quantities that eventually
‘become infinitely small’.

2.1. Limits of sequences. To achieve this, he gave precedence to the
concept of the limit of a variable quantity. Cauchy described this verbally:

When the successively assigned values of the same variable indefinitely ap-
proach a fixed value, so that they end up by differing from it by as little as one could
wish, the last is called the limit of all the others. So, for example, an irrational
number is the limit of the various fractions which provide values that approximate
it more and more closely...

He followed this with his definition of infinitesimal quantities:
...When the successive numerical values of the same variable decrease indefi-

nitely in such a way as to fall below any given number, this variable becomes what
one calls an infinitesimal or an infinitely small quantity. A variable of this kind
has zero for its limit.

Cauchy’s infinitesimals thus appear in the guise of variables whose as-
signed values have limit 0, without actually attaining that limit at any stage
in a finite number of steps. In that sense his infinitesimals are described
by a process rather than as actual quantities, which in turn makes their use
in arithmetic problematic. One drawback is that he never explicitly defines
how these values are assigned, although in seeking to reconcile rigour with
his quantitées infiniment petites he seeks to distinguish them from what we
would today regard as real numbers.

Although Cauchy’s definition remains silent about the precise nature
of the independent variable x, he states that it will take on ‘successively
assigned values’, and demands that these values should ‘finally’ differ from
the limit (which is the ‘fixed value’ in his definition) ‘by as little as one could
wish’.

It is perhaps easiest to characterise his definition of the limit of an infi-
nite sequence: in that case the sequence of numbers x1, x2, x3, ... represents
the ‘successively assigned values’ of a ‘variable quantity’, numbered by suc-
cessive natural numbers 1, 2, 3, .... If, for some fixed number a, the difference
between a and xn can be made smaller than any given number ε > 0 by the
simple expedient of taking n ‘far enough along the sequence’ then Cauchy
calls a the limit of this sequence. Thus: a is the limit of the (xn)n provided
that the distance between xn and awill eventually become less than any pre-
assigned number ε > 0, i.e. for some fixed natural number N, this distance
should be smaller than εwhenever n ≥ N .

We cast this statement in today’s terminology:
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The real number a is the limit of the sequence of real numbers (xn)n≥1 if, given
any real number ε > 0, one can find N ∈ N such that |xn − a| < ε for all n ≥ N.

When this requirement is satisfied, we write a = limn→∞ xn, and say
that the sequence (xn)n≥1 converges to a.

Cauchy’s definition assumes implicitly that the numbers xn and a repre-
sent points that lie on an underlying number line, rather than defining these
numbers arithmetically. But this begs the question howwe can compare the
distance between xn and a with the given positive number ε. Thus limits,
as defined by Cauchy, cannot be used for a logically coherent construction
of the continuum as a number system that contains irrationals. To justify
his statement (above) that an irrational number a is ’the limit of the various
fractions which provide values that approximate it more and more closely’ (here
represented by the sequence (xn)n), Cauchy would have to explain how the
approximations are to be computed, and this would presuppose that the ir-
rational had already been defined. This may be evident geometrically, but
that is not an arithmetical definition.

Cauchy’s attempt to define irrationals via limits may not make sense
arithmetically, but his definitions and techniques helped to identify the root
of the problem to be addressed, and prepared the ground for its solution, as
well as laying the groundwork for modern analysis more generally. One of
his most significant innovations was what is now called the Cauchy criterion
for convergence, and we examine this more closely.

In Chapter 6 of the Cours d’Analyse Cauchy defined the sum of an infinite
series u0 + u1 + u2 + ...+ un + ... (here denoted as

∑
n≥0 un) as follows:

Let sn = u0 +u1 +u2 + ...+un−1 be the sum of the first n terms, with n des-
ignating an arbitrary integer. If, for increasing values of n, the sum sn approaches
indefinitely a certain limit s, the series will be called convergent, and the limit in
question will be called the sum of the series.

In other words, convergence of the series
∑
n≥0 un simply means that

the sequence (sn)n≥1 of its partial sums converges to a finite limit, as defined
above. If this sequence does not have a limit, the series

∑
n≥0 un is said to

be divergent and its sum remains undefined.
Cauchy’s concern was to provide a clear definition as well as giving a

checkable criterion for the convergence of series. His criterion states that the
convergence of the series

∑
m≥0 um is guaranteed if, for n sufficiently large,

the sums un + ... + un+k−1 can simultaneously be made arbitrarily small for
every k ≥ 1.

As he puts it, the sums should, when ‘taken, from the first, in whatever
number one wishes, finish by constantly having an absolute value less than any
assignable limit’.
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Expressed in terms of the partial sums sn+k = u0 + ...+un+ ...+un+k−1

and sn = u0 + ... + un−1, this requirement is that the sequence of partial
sums (sn)n should satisfy the criterion given below, where N,n, k as whole
numbers.

Given ε > 0,we can findN such that for every n ≥ N , the following condition
holds for all k ≥ 1 :

|sn+k − sn| < ε.

Cauchy stated his criterion as an unproven assertion, an axiom. In other
words, he asserts that, as long as a series

∑
m≥0 um satisfies his criterion,

that series will have a finite sum.
We rephrase this criterion more generally in terms of an arbitrary se-

quence (xn)n≥1 of real numbers. The Cauchy criterion then demands that:
given any real number ε > 0, there exists N such that |xm − xn| < ε for all

m,n ≥ N .
Today, such a sequence (xn)n is known as a Cauchy sequence.
Intuitively, a sequence ‘ought to have’ a limit provided that ‘eventually’

any pair xm, xn of its members will be ‘as close as we wish’ to each other.
This is what the requirement ‘|xm − xn| < ε when m,n ≥ N ’ ensures. Al-
though Cauchy then asserts (without proof) that in these circumstances the
limit must exist, the criterion itself makes no mention of the limit.

This fact was central to the model for the real numbers presented by
GeorgCantor in 1872, whichwediscuss inChapter 7. Cantor’smodel avoids
the logical trap that Cauchy fell into. In fact, Cauchy’s criterion is one of
several versions of the key property (which we call its completeness) that dis-
tinguishes the real number system from the system of rational numbers.
Pictorially we describe this as ‘having no gaps’. Cauchy’s criterion can fail
if we deal exclusively with rational numbers—we had an example of this
in Chapter 1, featuring a sequence (rn)n of rational approximations to

√
2.

It can be checked that (rn)n is a Cauchy sequence, yet its ‘limit’
√

2 is not
a rational number. A larger number system, containing no such ‘gaps’, is
required to remedy this defect and ensure that Cauchy’s criterion always
holds.

Cauchy introduced much of the technical machinery used in modern
undergraduate texts on ‘Real Analysis’ (for example, [27], [40]) especially
in his consistent use of inequalities to compare various quantities. To illus-
trate his use of inequalities, we use the most basic example, the well-known
triangle inequality:

The inequality |a+ b| ≤ |a|+ |b| holds for any (real or complex) numbers a, b.
Geometrically, the triangle inequality is obvious from the Argand dia-

gram in Figure 23(a) (on page 101): in the triangle OQP, the length of the
side OP (which represents |z + w|) cannot be greater than the sum |z|+ |w|
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of the lengths of the other two sides, OQ and QP. But this argument relies
on Euclidean geometry.7

With this inequality it is easy to show that any convergent sequence is
also a Cauchy sequence, providing the converse to Cauchy’s criterion: if
limn→∞ xn = x then for any ε > 0 there exists N such that if m,n ≥ N,
both the inequalities |xm − x| < ε

2 and |x− xn| < ε
2 hold. This shows that

(xn)n is a Cauchy sequence: form,n ≥ N,
|xm − xn| = |(xm − x) + (x− xn)| ≤ |xm − x|+ |x− xn| < ε.

3. Continuous functions

In order to tackle, in a consistent manner, the variety of curves to which
his predecessors had applied the techniques of theCalculus, Cauchy adopted
a definition of the continuity of a function that, although given verbally in
terms of incremental change, would in practice entail comparing two nu-
merical inequalities.

In the eighteenth century a ‘continuous curve’ hadusually been regarded
as as a curve determined by a single ‘expression’ (or formula). The function
concept mostly remained tied to formulae and their visual representation as
curves. Continuous curves were seen as those that could be drawn in a sin-
gle unbroken motion. During a controversy over the initial conditions that
should be allowed in the study of a vibrating string, Euler had advocated the
idea that the definition of function should be ‘completely general’, but most
practitioners continued to study functions with contiguous graphs (drawn
in a single motion), or, at worst, ones that consisted of a finite number of
pieces.8

Cauchy’s definition of continuity dispenses with visual images:
The function f(x) will be, between two assigned values of the variable x, a

continuous function of this variable if for each value of x between these limits, the
value of the difference f(x+ α)− f(x) decreases indefinitely with α.

In Cauchy’s definition the use of the phrase ‘these limits’ simply means
that x lies between two ‘assigned values’; i.e. c < x < d for some fixed num-
bers c, d. In other words, Cauchy considers functions defined throughout an
open interval I = (c, d), which consists of all points lying strictly between the
points c and d.When an interval includes both endpoints, we say that it is
closed and denote this by [c, d].

The phrase decreases indefinitely with α can be understood in the same
way as his definition of limit: when successive values are assigned to the
variable α (which has limit 0, hence becomes infinitesimal, according to

7A simple algebraic proof and a summary of key facts about convergent real sequences
and series can be found in MM.

8A summary of the modern function concept can be found in MM.
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Cauchy’s definition) then the absolute values of f(x + α) − f(x) and α de-
crease to 0 together. In other words, if we change the independent variable x
by an infinitesimal amount, the change in f(x) is also infinitesimal. Cauchy
did not specify that ‘value’ means absolute value here—the notation for this
came later—but he clearly intended it to be seen as such.

In his proofs Cauchy often linked his definition of continuity to that
of limit, making f continuous at a precisely when the function value f(a)
equals the limit of the values f(x)when, though ‘successively assigned values’,
x approaches the point a,We can rephrase this statement as follows:

The function f is continuous at the point a if whenever a sequence (xn) has
limit a, the sequence of values (f(xn))n has limit f(a).

This statement defines what is called sequential continuity at a point to-
day. For real functions it is logically equivalent to the modern definition of
continuity at a point, given below.

In 1817, four years before Cauchy’s seminal text, the Bohemian mathe-
matician and Catholic priest Bernhard Bolzano (1771-1848) developed a for-
mulation of continuity which is essentially the same as that of Cauchy, but
without reference to values taken in sequential succession. He proposed to
make the somewhat nebulous ‘law of continuity’ more precise as follows:

If a function f(x) varies according to the law of continuity for all values of x
inside or outside certain limits, then, if x is some such value, the difference f(x +
ω)− f(x) can be made smaller than any given quantity provided ω can be taken as
small as we please.

This definition does not depend on intermediate concepts such as limit,
or limits of sequences. In effect, it relates two inequalities to each other. It
avoids any mention of infinitesimals and is very close to the modern defi-
nition of continuity at a point (usually attributed to Weierstrass, whose for-
mulation came more than two decades later):

The function f is continuous at the point x if, for given ε > 0 we can find
δ > 0 such that |f(y)− f(x)| < ε whenever |y − x| < δ.

It is thought unlikely that Cauchywas aware of Bolzano’s workwhen he
published the Cours d’Analyse in 1821, although it is possible that Lagrange
could have been a common source for the need to refine the concept of con-
tinuity. Also, while in Berlin in the early 1820s, Niels Abel had learnt of and
– according to his notebooks – admired fundamental papers Bolzano had
published in 1816/1817.

Bolzano held the chair in the philosophy of religion at the University of
Prague from 1805, but his liberal, anti-militarist views led to his suspension
from his post by the Habsburg authorities in 1819. He was placed under
house arrest, prohibited from publishing, and had little or no contact with
the principal centres of mathematical research.
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There is no real evidence that Bolzano’s far-sighted ideas on the foun-
dations of analysis were widely appreciated during his lifetime, although
a well-known contemporary review journal in 1821 contained a favourable
and fairly detailed review of his earlier papers (see [41]).

Cauchy’s definitions did not distinguish clearly between continuity at a
point and continuity at all points throughout some (closed) interval.9 The
relationship between these concepts, and what became the modern termi-
nology, was clarified only a couple of decades later, in papers by Peter Gustav
Lejeune Dirichlet (1805-1859) and, decisively, by Karl Weierstrass (1815-1897)
in his Berlin lectures. Eduard Heine (1821-1881), who had studied under
Dirichlet in Berlin, was a third significant contributor to the modern for-
mulations.

Between them, Cauchy and Bolzano contributed three results (whose
proofs can be found in MM and [27]) that were critically important for the
subsequent programme to justify Calculus techniques without resort to ‘in-
finitesimals’. Leibniz, who saw continuous functions as representing geo-
metric curves in the plane, would probably have dismissed all three as ‘in-
tuitively obvious’, but their rigorous deduction from the definition of conti-
nuity given above is a different matter.

Cauchy andBolzano sought to proveLeibniz’ intuitive assumptionswith-
out any recourse to geometric representations. This was an important step
towards freeing the Calculus from reliance on geometric intuition. But their
work also highlighted the sense in which the nature of the underlying con-
tinuum needed to be specified clearly.

We list the three key results, taking the real-valued function f to be con-
tinuous on a bounded interval I of real numbers:

The first says that if f takes distinct values α, β at points a and b in I
then it also takes all intermediate values.

The second states that for any infinite sequence of real numbers con-
tained in I , an infinite number of them (an infinite subsequence) must ‘bunch
up’ near some point and converge to it.

9The difference lies in the freedom of choice allowed when choosing δ > 0 for a given
ε > 0. Continuity of f at the point a allows us to choose δ which, for that specific a, ensures
that |f(x − f(a)| < ε when |x− a| < δ. Thus different δ can be chosen for different points
a; in other words, δ may depend on a. A stronger demand defines uniform continuity over an
interval I : here the same δ > 0 is expected to suffice for all a in I. The ambiguity of Cauchy’s
definition may be what led him to claim that, on a closed interval, the sum of a convergent
series of continuous functions will be continuous. In fact, this result requires either uniform
convergence of the series or uniform continuity of the functions. (These concepts were first
formulated in the 1840s.) However, Cauchy continued to insist on his claim, even though Abel
had constructed a counterexample in 1826. The reasons for what is traditionally regarded as
Cauchy’s ‘error’ have been widely discussed in the literature, for example in Appendix 1 of
[29]. A recent account of the history of this controversy can be found at arXiv:1704.07723.
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The third asserts that if f is continuous at all points of a closed bounded
interval [a, b] contained in I then the collection of values f takes is bounded
(above and below) and f attains those bounds at some points of [a, b].

More formally, these claims are expressed as follows:
(i) The Intermediate Value Theorem (IVT)
If the real-valued function f is continuous on an interval containing a, b and

f(a) < 0 < f(b) then f(c) = 0 at some point c between a and b.
(ii) The Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem
Every bounded real sequence has at least one convergent subsequence.
(iii) Extreme Value Theorem
A continuous function defined on a closed bounded interval [a, b] of real num-

bers is bounded and attains its bounds on the interval [a, b].

To illustrate how the IVT relies on properties of the underlying number system, we
apply the modern definition of continuity at a point to functions defined only on the
rational numbers in the interval (0, 1). Then the function f(x) = x2 will be continu-
ous at each rational r in (0, 1). This follows because

|f(x)− f(r)| =
∣∣x2 − r2∣∣ = |x− r| (x+ r) < 2 |x− r| ,

since both x and r lie between 0 and 1. Hence, given (rational) ε > 0,we have
|f(x)− f(r)| < 2 |x− r| < ε

provided that |x− r| < δ,where δ = ε
2
.

On the other hand, f(x) takes the rational values f( 1
4
) = 1

16
and f 3

4
) = 9

16
, but

not the intermediate value 1
2
, as there is no rational number whose square is 2. So

the continuous function g(x) = f(x)− 1
2
is negative at 1

4
, positive at 3

4
, but is never

0 at any rational point. Hence the IVT will not hold if the rational numbers are the
underlying number system.

The Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem provides yet another way of expressing
the completeness of the continuum. It features in Bolzano’s 1817 paper, ef-
fectively as a lemma in his derivation of the IVT, but expressed somewhat
differently from the statement we have given. The theorem was reformu-
lated and proved by Weierstrass more than 20 years after Bolzano, and be-
came known as ‘Weierstrass’ Theorem’ until the 1870s, whenBolzano’s note-
books were rediscovered more than two decades after his death.

The Extreme Value Theorem states that if f is continuous on a closed
bounded interval I then the image of I under f is also a closed bounded
interval. For this, it is crucial that the interval I is closed: for example, the
function f(x) = 1

x is continuous on the interval (0, 1), but takes arbitrarily
large values when x approaches 0. The function g(x) = x is bounded on
(0, 1), but it does not have a maximum or minimum on the interval (0, 1)−
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it approaches 0 and 1 arbitrarily closely, but never reaches either, as its values
lie strictly between 0 and 1.

These simple examples illustrate that the three above theorems aremean-
ingful and depend on properties of the underlying number system. The Ex-
treme Value Theorem was also critical for Cauchy’s quest to provide firmer
foundations for the key results of the Calculus, as we outline below.

Bolzano was quite explicit in his critique of any proof in analysis which
depended ‘on a truth borrowed from geometry’. Before he proved the Interme-
diate Value Theorem as a direct consequence of his definition of continuity
he stated his views plainly:

It is an intolerable offence against correct method to derive truths of pure (or
general) mathematics (i.e. arithmetic, algebra, analysis) from considerations which
belong to a merely applied (or special) part, namely, geometry.... A strictly scien-
tific proof, or the objective reason, of a truth which holds equally for all quantities,
whether in space or not, cannot possibly lie in a truth which holds merely for quan-
tities which are in space.

He dismissed Newton’s approach to the Calculus in similar fashion:
No less objectionable is the proof which some have constructed from the concept

of the continuity of a function with the inclusion of the concepts of time and mo-
tion.... No one will deny that the concepts of time and motion are just as foreign to
general mathematics as the concept of space.

Nevertheless, and despite the greater precision of Cauchy andBolzano’s
approach, an arithmetical definition of the underlying continuum remained
absent. For example, Cauchy’s proof of the IVT simply assumed that any
bounded increasing sequence (an)n≥1 of points on the number line must
converge to a limit as n grows. This is another version of the completeness
property of the real number system that the above results served to bring
more clearly into focus.10 Various approaches to this question will be exam-
ined more closely in Chapter 7.

4. Derivative and integral

The above theorems lead quite painlessly to the principal results needed
for the Calculus, culminating in the proof of the Fundamental Theorem of
the Calculus, which clarifies how differentiation and integration are linked
as inverse operations, as Leibniz had claimed.

Cauchy’s definition of the derivative of a function f at a point a in some
open interval I makes essential use of his notion of limit:

10There are many equivalent versions of the completeness property of the real number
system. InMM we consider five of these in more detail.
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Figure 34. The Mean Value Theorem

If f is defined on I = (a, b), the derivative of f at a, denoted by f ′(a), is given
by limx→a

f(x)−f(a)
x−a .

When this limit exists, f is said to be differentiable at a.Also, f is differen-
tiable on I if it has a derivative at each point of I.

Note that the slope function for f, given by the ratio f(x)−f(a)
x−a (the differ-

ence of the ordinates divided by the difference of the abscissae) makes sense
only as long as x 6= a. This ratio is the slope of the chord to the graph of the
function between the points (a, f(a)) and (x, f(x)). The slope function is not
defined at a, but Cauchy defines the limit of these slopes as the slope of the
tangent to f at a. In Newton’s terminology it represents the ‘ultimate ratio’ as
x gets ever closer to a.

Cauchy’s definition enabled him to prove the basic properties of deriva-
tives – such as linearity and the product, quotient, inverse and chain rules –
as simple consequences of the properties of limits.

Someproperties of derivatives, however, have their roots in deeper prop-
erties of the number line. The first result reflecting this is again deceptively
simple – it was stated in 1691 the Frenchman Michel Rolle (1652-1719), who
was actually a vocal critic of both Newton and Leibniz’ formulations of the
Calculus. The second theorem (MTV) is an immediate consequence – again,
proofs of these results can be found in MM and [27]. Figure 34 illustrates
these theorems in turn.

Rolle’s Theorem
If f is continuous on [a, b] and differentiable on (a, b), and if f(a) = f(b),

then there is at least one point c in (a, b) such that f ′(c) = 0.

The Mean Value Theorem
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If f is continuous on [a, b] and differentiable on (a, b), then there exists
c in (a, b) with f ′c) = f(b)−f(a)

b−a .

The Mean Value Theorem provides the key to many of the familiar ap-
plications of derivatives: finding the maximum or minimum values of a
given differentiable function in some interval, finding its points of inflex-
ion, applying rules (for example, the well-known l’Hôpital’s rule for limits of
quotients such as sin x

x at 0), and the term-by-term differentiation of power
series that was used so extensively by Newton.

While Cauchy’s definition of the derivative mirrors that of some of his
predecessors, his definition of the integral was entirely novel. It brought
into focus the seventeenth century geometric perceptions of the integral as
the area under the graph of a curve, regarded as an infinite sum of infinites-
imal slices, but without recourse to geometry or infinitesimals. As the latter
had been criticised as imprecise and problematic, the preferred definition
of the integral used by eighteenth century exponents of the Calculus was
that integration simply constituted the ‘inverse’ of differentiation. This was
expressed most directly by Cauchy’s former teacher, Lacroix:

‘the integral calculus is the inverse of the differential calculus, its object being to
ascend from the differential coefficients to the function from which they are derived’.

This definition of the integral as an antiderivative – given a function f,
find a function F that has derivative F ′ = f (much as Newton had argued
for ‘finding the fluent from the fluxion’) – held sway until Cauchy took on
the task of defining ‘the area under a curve’ in a more rigorous arithmetical
fashion.11

Cauchy restricted his attention to continuous functions defined on a
closed interval [a, b]. He realised that not every ‘area under the graph’ of
a function could be expressed as the difference of the values of an antideriv-
ative at b and at a. So, instead of using the antiderivative as a definition for
the integral, he sought to make it a theorem that the area under the graph
of a curve could be found as this difference. This expression of the inverse
relationship between derivative and integral has become known as the Fun-
damental Theorem of Calculus.

For a continuous function f defined on the closed interval [a, b],Cauchy
considered a partition of the interval a = x0 < x1 < x2 < ... < xn = b and

11Note that antiderivatives are not uniquely defined: if two functions differ by a constant
their derivatives are equal. For a practical illustration, recall that velocity was defined as the
derivative of position (or ‘distance travelled’) byNewton. So two vehicles travelling in the same
direction for the same time period (and with the same velocity curve) will only arrive at the
same point if their starting positions are the same!
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formed the sum (of ‘areas of rectangles’)

Sn =

n−1∑
k=0

f(xk)(xk+1 − xk)

He showed that the sequence (Sn)n will converge to a limit if the mesh δ =
maxk<n(xk+1 − xk) of the partition converges to 0 when n → ∞, indepen-
dently of the partitions (xk)k. This proof required considerable effort, but
the payoff was immediate: Cauchy could now use the limit as his definition
of the integral, thus showing that the integral can be defined as the limit of
sums that approximate the ‘area under the curve’.

Cauchy’s decision to turn the existence of the limit into his definition of
the ‘area under the graph’, was a masterstroke. It meant that the existence
of the integral over the interval [a, b] was guaranteed for any function f con-
tinuous on [a, b], removing any reliance on first finding an antiderivative –
which, as he knew, could not be found via a closed formula in some cases,
such as f(x) = e−x

2 .
The Extreme Value Theorem now sufficed (seeMM) for Cauchy’s proof

of the main result of the Calculus, showing that integration and differentia-
tion are ‘inverses’ of each other:

The Fundamental Theorem of the Calculus:
Suppose that f is continuous of [a, b]. For any x in [a, b], the function F

defined on [a, b] by F (x) =
∫ x
a
f(t)dt is an antiderivative of f : for x in (a, b),

F ′(x) = f(x).

Throughout the nineteenth century, increasingly sophisticated versions
of the integralwere developed, particularly byBernhardRiemann (1826-1866)—
who had studied with Gauss and Dirichlet—but also later by Camille Jordan
(1838-1922). This led to the development of numerous functions that illus-
trated with increasingly clarity why the ‘number line’ was in need of a rig-
orous arithmetical description. See MM for a summary account of these
developments.




